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IT STARTED WITH A GIGGLE BY KIRSTY FERRY
Wonderfully escapist, romantic and heart-warming. Kirsty Ferry transports you to Scotland 
for the perfect read.
Sometimes the best things start in the strangest ways … with a giggle!
On a night out in Edinburgh, single mum Liza-Belle Graham finds herself revealing her hopes and 
dreams to a green-eyed stranger. Liza always wanted to run an “arty-crafty-booky” business, and 
she’s seen the perfect empty shop to make her dreams a reality. No harm in telling the stranger. It’s 
not like she’ll see him again …

But Scott McCreadie is no mystery man – he’s an interior designer looking for new premises. And 
who does Liza bump into when she arranges a viewing? None other than Scott trying to steal her 
perfect shop!

Is Liza’s arty-crafty-booky dream in jeopardy, or is a new dream about to begin?

ISBN: 9781781894415
Pages: 150 (est)
Category: 
Fiction/Contemporary/Romance
Setting: Edinburgh, Scotland
Rights: World
Format: eBook/audio
Book 3 in Schubert series
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“There’s romance, drama, fun and a cat that always steals the show – what more do you want from a book?!” 
BookKazz Blog.

Kirsty Ferry
Kirsty lives in the North East of England with her husband and son. She won the 
English Heritage/Belsay Hall National Creative Writing competition in 2009 and 
has had articles and short stories published. Her work also appears in several 
anthologies, incorporating such diverse themes as vampires, crime, angels and 
more. Kirsty loves writing ghostly mysteries and interweaving fact and fiction. 
Her day job involves sharing a building with an eclectic collection of ghosts, 
which can often prove rather interesting.
Novels: Some Veil Did Fall, The Girl in the Painting, The Girl in the Photograph, A Little 
Bit of Christmas Magic, Witches and Wishes, Watch For Me by Moonlight, Watch For 
Me by Candlelight, Watch For Me by Twilight, Watch For Me at Christmas, A 
Christmas Secret, Summer at Carrick Park, Spring at Taigh Fallon, A Secret Rose, 
Jessie’s Little Bookshop by the Sea and Christmas on the Isle of Skye

http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/it-started-with-a-giggle/
http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/every-witch-way/
http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-christmas-secret/


YOU’VE GOT MY NUMBER BY ANGELA BARTON
Three isn’t always a magic number …
There are three reasons Tess Fenton should be happy. One, her job at the Blue Olive deli is dull, but 
at least she gets to work with her best friend. Two, she lives in a cosy cottage in the pretty village of 
Halston. Three, she’s in love with her boyfriend, Blake.

Isn’t she?

Because, despite their history, Blake continues to be the puzzle piece in Tess’s life that doesn’t quite 
fit. And when she meets intriguing local artist Daniel Cavanagh, it soon becomes apparent that, for 
Tess, love isn’t as easy as one, two, three …

ISBN: 9781781894484
Pages: 320 est
Category: Fiction/Contemporary
Rights: World
Setting: London
Format: eBook/audio

Angela Barton 
Angela  Barton  was  born  in  London  and  grew  up  in  Nottingham.  She  is  married  with  
three  grown  up  children  and  two  spoilt  spaniels  she  calls  her  ‘hairy  daughters.’  
Passionate  about  writing  both  contemporary  and  historical  fiction,  Angela  has  won  and  
also  been  shortlisted  for  several  writing  competitions.  She  reads  avidly,  makes  book-
related  jewellery  and  loves  a  nice  cup  of  tea.  Having  recently  planted  a  field  of  lavender  
with  her  husband  in  south-west  France,  she  is  looking  forward  to  spending  more  time  
writing  in  Charente  and  watching  their  lavender  grow.  Angela  is  a  member  of  the  
Romantic  Novelists’  Association  and  Nottingham  Writers’  Studio.
Novels: Arlette’s Story and Magnolia House 
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From the author of the successful Arlette’s Story. Angela Barton delivers a wonderful new novel about love and friendship. 

http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/youve-got-my-number/
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NEW YEAR, NEW GUY BY ANGELA BRITNELL
Out with the old life, in with the new …
When Laura’s bride-to-be sister, Polly, organises a surprise reunion for her fiancé and his long lost 
American friend, Laura grudgingly agrees to help keep the secret. And when the plain-spoken, 
larger-than-life Hunter McQueen steps off the bus in her rainy Devon town and only just squeezes 
into her tiny car, it confirms that Laura has made a big mistake in going along with her sister's crazy 
plan.

But could the tall, handsome man with the Nashville drawl be just what reserved Laura Williams 
needs to shake up her life and start something new?

ISBN: 9781781893111
Pages: 288 (est)
Category: 
Fiction/Contemporary/Romantic 
Comedy
Rights: World
Setting: Devon
Format: eBook/audio

Angela Britnell
Angela was born in St. Stephen, Cornwall, England. After completing her A-Levels she worked 
as a Naval Secretary. She met her husband, a US Naval Flight Officer while being based at a 
small NATO Headquarters on the Jutland Peninsula in Denmark. They lived together in 
Denmark, Sicily, California, southern Maryland and London before settling in Franklin, 
Tennessee. Angela took a creative writing course in 2000 and loved it so much that she has 
barely put her pen down since. She has had short stories and novels published in the US. Her 
novel Sugar & Spice, won Choc Lit’s Search for an American Star competition and is her UK 
debut.
Books: Sugar  and Spice, What Happens in Nashville, The Wedding Reject Table,
You’re the One That I Want, Celtic Love Knot, Love Me for a Reason , Here Comes the Best Man, 
Christmas at Black Cherry Retreat,  One Summer at Little Penhaven  and Christmas at Little 
Penhaven.

A fun new love story from the queen of transatlantic romances. Set in Devon. 

http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/new-year-new-guy/


MEET ME AT THE ART CAFE BY SUE McDONAGH
A wonderfully uplifting, heart-warming read set in Wales. Part of a series but can be read as 
a standalone.
Would you take a chance on a bad boy with a leather jacket and a vintage motorbike?
That’s the question single mum Jo Morris has to ask herself when she collides with local bike 
mechanic Ed Griffiths on a rainy Welsh hillside. Working at the Art Café, Jo hears the gossip and is all 
too aware of Ed’s reputation. 

But whilst he’s certainly no angel, there is something about Ed’s daredevil antics that Jo can’t ignore. 
And as she gets to know him better and watches the kind way he deals with her young son Liam, she 
begins to wonder – is there more to this ‘bad boy’ than meets the eye? 

ISBN: 9781781894385 
Pages: 320
Category: 
Fiction/Contemporary/Roman
tic Comedy
Setting: Wales/UK
Rights: World
Format:
Paperback/eBook/audio
Book 2 in series

Sue McDonagh

Sue’s career as a policewoman for Essex Police was cut short when she was diagnosed 
at the age of twenty-four with ovarian cancer. After a successful recovery and a stint 
working as a Press Officer she moved to Wales. In Wales her love of art evolved into a 
full-time occupation. In 2014 she was a regional finalist for the Sky Arts Portrait Artist 
of the Year. She now works exclusively to commissions from her art gallery.  In 2009 
she learned to ride a motorbike, and now helps run Curvy Riders, a national, women 
only, motorbike club. Her joy of motorbikes and her love of writing inspired her to 
write the Art Café series.
When she’s not painting, she’s writing or on her motorbike. She belongs to a local 
writing group and the Romantic Novelist’s Association.
Novels: Summer at the Art Café and Meet Me at the Art Café 
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“I just adored every aspect of this book! The setting, the characters, the predicaments they found themselves in … it just all 
worked to make a wonderful reading experience.

Karen, Book Kaz Blogspot

http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/meet-me-at-the-art-cafe/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/summer-at-the-art-cafe/


THE HOUSE THAT ALICE BUILT BY CHRIS PENHALL
Winner of the Search for a Star competition sponsored by Your Cat magazine.
Home is where the heart is …
Alice Dorothy Matthews is always sensible. Whilst her best friend Kathy is living it up in Portugal and 
her insufferable ex Adam is travelling the world, Alice is working hard to pay for the beloved London 
house she has put her heart and soul into renovating.  

But then a postcard from Buenos Aires turns Alice’s life upside down. One very unsensible decision 
later and she is in Cascais, Portugal, and so begins her lesson in ‘going with the flow’; a lesson that 
sees her cat-sitting, paddle boarding, dancing on top of bar tables and rediscovering her artistic 
talents. 

But perhaps the most important part of the lesson for Alice is that you don’t’ always need a house to 
be at home. 

ISBN: 9781912550289
Pages: 288 est
Category: 
Fiction/Contemporary/Romantic 
Comedy
Setting: London & Portugal
Rights: World
Format: Paperback/eBook/audio

Chris Penhall – Search for a Star Winner
Chris is a freelance writer and radio producer. Born in South Wales, she has also lived near 
London and in Portugal, which is where The House That Alice Built is set. It was whilst living in 
Cascais near Lisbon that she began to dabble in writing fiction, but it was many years later that 
she was confident enough to start writing her first novel, and many years after that she finally 
finished it. She is now working on her second. A lover of books, music and cats, she is also an 
enthusiastic salsa dancer, a keen cook and loves to travel. She is never happier than when she 
is gazing at the sea. Chris has two grown-up daughters and lives in the Essex countryside. 
Novel: The House That Alice Built
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“ A perfect feel good summer romance but also to be enjoyed on a cold, wet afternoon on the sofa. I really enjoyed it, a lovely uplifting 
story about finding yourself. 

Janette’s Book Reviews.

http://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/the-house-that-alice-built/
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ONE SUMMER IN LITTLE PENHAVEN BY ANGELA BRITNELL
Could one summer change your life?
When high-flying American lawyer Samantha Muir finds out she’s lost her partnership whilst on an 
assignment in London, she has a dramatic reaction. 

Rather than returning home, she resigns, leaves her business suits behind and jumps on the first 
train to Cornwall at the encouragement of a friendly stranger. 

The village of Little Penhaven, where Samantha eventually ends up, is a world away from her life in 
Knoxville, Tennessee – and local farmer Cadan Day is certainly a world away from any man she has 
met before. But could the Cornish village and Cadan play a part in Samantha’s summer of self-
discovery?

ISBN: 9781781893869
Pages: 288 (est)
Category: 
Fiction/Contemporary/Romance
Rights: World
Setting: Cornwall
Format: Paperback/eBook/audio

Angela Britnell
Angela was born in St. Stephen, Cornwall, England. After completing her A-Levels she worked 
as a Naval Secretary. She met her husband, a US Naval Flight Officer while being based at a 
small NATO Headquarters on the Jutland Peninsula in Denmark. They lived together in 
Denmark, Sicily, California, southern Maryland and London before settling in Franklin, 
Tennessee. Angela took a creative writing course in 2000 and loved it so much that she has 
barely put her pen down since. She has had short stories and novels published in the US. Her 
novel Sugar & Spice, won Choc Lit’s Search for an American Star competition and is her UK 
debut.
Books: Sugar  and Spice, What Happens in Nashville, The Wedding Reject Table,
You’re the One That I Want, Celtic Love Knot, Love Me for a Reason , Here Comes the Best Man, 
Christmas at Black Cherry Retreat, Christmas at Little Penhaven and New Year, New Guy.

“There’s just something about the way that Angela writes that has a real warmth about it, and I adored this story”
Book Kaz Blogspot

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/one-summer-in-little-penhaven/


MAYBE BABY BY CAROL THOMAS
Full of love, true friendship and humour. 
Just when you thought you had it all worked out …
Best friends Lisa and Felicity think – maybe, just maybe – they finally have everything sorted out in 
their lives.

Lisa is in a happy relationship with her old flame, and busy mum Felicity has managed to reignite the 
passion with her husband, Pete, after a romantic getaway.

But when Lisa walks in on a half-naked woman in her boyfriend’s flat and Felicity is left reeling from 
a shocking discovery, it becomes clear that life is nothing but full of surprises … 
SEQUEL TO THE PURRFECT PET SITTER

ISBN: 9781912550296
Pages: 224 (est)
Category: 
Fiction/Contemporary/Romantic 
Comedy
Rights: World
Setting: South Coast Town, UK
Format: Paperback/eBook/audio
Book 2 in series

Carol Thomas
Carol Thomas lives on the south coast of England with her husband, four 
children and lively young Labrador. She has been a playgroup supervisor and 
was a primary school teacher for over fifteen years, before dedicating more 
of her time to writing. Carol is a regular volunteer at her local Cancer 
Research UK shop. She has a passion for reading, writing and people 
watching and can often be found loitering in local cafes drinking too much 
tea and working on her next book
Novels: The Purrfect Pet Sitter and Maybe Baby
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“The writing style of this book is brilliant it is well written and keeps you hooked from the very first page. Such a treat and I 
devoured in one sitting.”

Kay, Coffee and Kindle Book Reviews.

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/maybe-baby/
https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/the-purrfect-pet-sitter/


A SECRET ROSE BY KIRSTY FERRY
A wonderful dual timeline romance set in Cornwall and the first in a new series. 
“Wherever you go, I will follow ...”
Merryn Burton is excited to travel down to Cornwall to start her first big job for the London art 
dealers she works for. But as soon as she arrives at Pencradoc, a beautiful old mansion, she realises 
this will be no ordinary commission. 

Not only is Pencradoc filled with fascinating, and possibly valuable artwork, it is also owned by the 
Penhaligon brothers – and Merryn’s instant connection with Kit Penhaligon could be another 
reason why her trip suddenly becomes a whole lot more interesting. 

But the longer Merryn stays at Pencradoc the more obvious it is that the house has a secret, and a 
long-forgotten Rose might just hold the key …

ISBN: 9781781893906
Pages: 288  (est)
Category: Fiction/Dual 
Timeline/Time-slip/Romance
Setting: Cornwall
Rights: World
Format: Paperback/eBook/audio
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“I love how Kirsty Ferry can spin a tale between two different times and blend them so that we move 
between them as naturally as opening and closing a door. ”

Marsha, Keepers Bookshelf Blog

Kirsty Ferry
Kirsty lives in the North East of England with her husband and son. She won the English 
Heritage/Belsay Hall National Creative Writing competition in 2009 and has had articles and short 
stories published. Her work also appears in several anthologies, incorporating such diverse 
themes as vampires, crime, angels and more. Kirsty loves writing ghostly mysteries and 
interweaving fact and fiction. Her day job involves sharing a building with an eclectic collection of 
ghosts, which can often prove rather interesting.
Novels: Some Veil Did Fall, The Girl in the Painting, The Girl in the Photograph, A Little Bit of Christmas 
Magic, Witches and Wishes, Watch For Me by Moonlight, Watch For Me by Candlelight, Watch For Me 
by Twilight, Watch For Me at Christmas, A Christmas Secret, Summer at Carrick Park, Spring at Taigh 
Fallon, Jessie’s Little Bookshop by the Sea, Christmas on the Isle of Skye and It Started With a Giggle.

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-secret-rose/


THE POTTER’S DAUGHTER BY JACKIE LADBURY
An uplifting, heartwarming story set in the Potteries
Is love powerful enough to cross the class divide?
When Daniel Davenport saves Maddie Lockett and her young brother Tom from drowning, an 
immediate bond is forged between them. 

But Daniel is an aspiring doctor and son of a wealthy manufacturer, whilst Maddie is a potter’s 
daughter from a poverty-stricken area of the Potteries. Even a friendship between the two could be 
frowned upon, let alone anything more …

But Maddie and Daniel want more, and as they grow closer gossip and prejudice look set to spoil 
their blossoming romance. Do the young couple stand a chance when there are those who would 
stop at nothing to keep them apart?

ISBN: 9781912550234
Pages: 320 
Category: Fiction/Historical/Saga 
Romance
Rights: World
Setting: The Potteries, UK
Format: Paperback/eBook/audio

Jackie Ladbury
Jackie Ladbury writes heart-warming contemporary and historical women’s 
fiction that is nearly always guaranteed a happy ever after. From spending many 
years as an air-stewardess and seeing first-hand that it really is love that makes 
the world go around, she determined to put the same sparkle and emotion into 
her stories. Her life is no longer as exotic (or chaotic) as it was in those heady 
days of flying, and she now lives a quiet life in Hertfordshire with her family and 
two cats, spending most of her time making up stories and thinking up reasons 
not to go to the gym.
Novel: The Potter’s Daughter and Happy Christmas Eve
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“This is one of my favourite romance reads. I read in just two days because I didn’t want to put it down.”
Kirsty’s Book Reviews Blogspot. 

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/the-potters-daughter/


DANIEL’S DAUGHTER BY VICTORIA CORNWALL
Heart-warming historical romance set in Cornwall. Part of a series but can be read as a 
standalone.
Sometimes the truth is not easy to say and even harder to hear …
Cornwall, 1895
Grace Kellow is a young woman with a strong sense of who she is and where she comes from. As 
the daughter of a well-respected Cornish dairy owner Daniel Kellow, her existence in the village 
of Trehale is comfortable and peaceful. 
But then handsome Talek Danning comes striding over Hel Tor, and soon after his arrival Grace 
is hit with a revelation that leaves her questioning her identity and her place in the Trehale
community. 
In her hour of need, Talek and his sister Amelia offer Grace sanctuary – but wherever Grace 
runs, her secret will follow 

ISBN: 9781781893371 
Pages: 320 (est)
Category: 
Fiction/Historical/Romance
Rights: World
Setting: Cornwall
Format: eBook/audio
Six books in series

Victoria Cornwall
Victoria Cornwall grew up on a dairy farm in Cornwall. She can trace her 
Cornish roots as far back as the 18th century and it is this background and 
heritage which is the inspiration for her Cornish based novels.
Victoria is married and has two grown up children. She likes to read and 
write historical fiction with a strong background story, but at its heart is 
the unmistakable emotion, even pain, of loving someone.
Following a fulfilling twenty-five year career as a nurse, a change in 
profession finally allowed her the time to write. She is a member of the 
Romantic Novelists’ Association and the Historical Novel Society.
Novels: The Thief’s Daughter, The Captain’s Daughter, The Daughter of 
River Valley, Daughter of the House, A Daughter’s Christmas Wish 11

A fabulous new addition to Victoria’s Cornwall historical series. 

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-thiefs-daughter/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-captains-daughter/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-daughters-christmas-wish/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/daughter-of-the-house/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/daughter-of-river-valley/


DAUGHTER OF THE HOUSE BY VICTORIA CORNWALL
Heart-warming historical romance set on the Cornish coast. Part of a series but can be 
read as a standalone.
The daughter of the house is often overlooked … 
Evelyn Pendragon is spirited but lonely, and largely ignored by her parents whose attentions are 
taken up with her brother, Nicholas: the expected heir to the family’s Cornish estate and the 
one who will carry on the Pendragon name. 

Stifled by her aristocratic existence, Evelyn finds companionship in an unlikely place when she 
befriends Drake Vennor, an apprentice gardener on the estate.

But When Evelyn’s life is thrown into turmoil by a tragedy, she realises just how much she has 
come to rely on Drake. Will family expectations and the burden of the Pendragon name mean 
she must turn her back on him when she needs him the most?

ISBN: 9781781890905 
Pages: 320 (est)
Category: 
Fiction/Historical/Romance
Rights: World
Setting: Cornwall
Format: Paperback/eBook/audio
Six books in series

Victoria Cornwall
Victoria Cornwall grew up on a dairy farm in Cornwall. She can trace her 
Cornish roots as far back as the 18th century and it is this background and 
heritage which is the inspiration for her Cornish based novels.
Victoria is married and has two grown up children. She likes to read and 
write historical fiction with a strong background story, but at its heart is 
the unmistakable emotion, even pain, of loving someone.
Following a fulfilling twenty-five year career as a nurse, a change in 
profession finally allowed her the time to write. She is a member of the 
Romantic Novelists’ Association and the Historical Novel Society.
Novels: The Thief’s Daughter, The Captain’s Daughter, The Daughter of 
River Valley, Daughter of the House, A Daughter’s Christmas Wish 12

This one will make you think, and feel deeply – and perhaps be grateful for what we have today. I was drawn in quiet early and was 
held in place, reading from beginning to ending in one sitting. 

Marsha, Keeper Bookshelf. 

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-thiefs-daughter/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-captains-daughter/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-daughters-christmas-wish/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/daughter-of-the-house/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/daughter-of-river-valley/
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WON’T YOU SAVE ME BY WENDY DRANFIELD
An addictive and gripping crime thriller. Book 3 in Officer Dean Matheson series.
Detective Dean Matheson has returned to his hometown to begin his new job and put the 
traumatic events of his past behind him – but his fresh start won’t last long when the local area is 
hit by a series of strange disappearances and twisted killings …

A nameless girl badly beaten and dumped in front of the mysterious new church. A shocking murder 
scene discovered in the apartment over the diner. A child missing without a trace.
These are the crimes Dean Matheson is confronted with in his first week as detective. Are they 
isolated events, or is something altogether more disturbing happening in Maple Valley now that 
Dean’s back in town?

ISBN: 9781912550272
Pages: 288 (est)
Category: 
Fiction/Thriller/Detective
Rights: World
Setting: New Hampshire USA
Format: eBook/audio 
Three books  in series.

Wendy Dranfield 
Wendy was born in Hampshire, has lived in Cornwall and now resides in 
Nottinghamshire with her husband and 3 rescue cats.
After completing a degree in Creative Writing & Philosophy, Wendy is now both 
a self-published author (of a dark YA novel which was longlisted for the Mslexia 
Novel Competition) and also has several short stories published in UK and US 
anthologies.
Having once worked in a Coroner’s office, she has plenty of inspiration for 
writing about the darker side of life. She is a member of the Crime Writers’ 
Association and the Society of Authors.
Novels: Who Cares if They Die and The Snow Bleeds

“Another great story from this author. This time I was utterly shocked by the revelation. I never saw that coming. I love it when that 
happens.”

B for Book review. 

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/wont-you-save-me/
https://www.rubyfictiion.com/dd-product/who-carres-if-they-die/
https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/where-the-snow-bleeds/


BEHIND CLOSED DOORS BY SADIE RYAN
A simmering sense of dread dominates this brilliant debut thriller.
She’s in your house, now she wants your life …
Tina Valentine has it all: the loving family, the beautiful house, the successful career. But then 
Megan Pearson starts work at Tina’s law firm and with her arrival the perfect world Tina has built for 
herself starts to collapse as it becomes clear that the newcomer is intent on infiltrating every aspect 
of her life. 

Something is obviously wrong with Megan but nobody else seems to see it. As the mind games and 
manipulations continue, Tina comes to the sickening conclusion that now she’s opened the door to 
Megan, it’s going to be impossible to make her leave …

ISBN: 9781912550241
Pages: 288
Category: 
Fiction/Thriller/Domestic Noir
Rights: World
Setting: UK
Format: Paperback/eBook/audio

Sadie Ryan
Sadie is an author who loves animals and lives in leafy Cheshire in the North West of England. 
She writes psychological suspense/domestic noir novels and her debut, Behind Closed Doors, 
will be published by Ruby Fiction in May 2019.  When asked where she gets her ideas from, she 
says, ‘From observation, inspiration and lots of wicked thoughts.’
Novel: Behind Closed Doors and When He Finds You.
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“This book keeps you well and truly gripped until the last page so be warned if you pick it up you won’t want to put it down until the very 
last sentence.”

b for book reviews Blogspot.

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/behind-closed-doors/


WHEN HE FINDS YOU BY SADIE RYAN
WHY ME, WHY NOW?
“Her life was in danger and she didn’t know it. He felt a thrill just knowing that simple thing …”
Gemma’s business is on the brink of collapse, and there’s a real chance that she and her husband 
could lose everything they’ve worked so hard for. 
So when a stranger offers financial help, Gemma ignores the red flags and accepts out of 
desperation. The condition? Just companionship – that’s all the stranger wants. Surely a small price 
to pay to get her life back? 
But when things seem too good to be true, it’s often because they are – and soon Gemma finds 
herself being dragged so far into a twisted, dangerous world that she might never surface again … 

ISBN: 9781912550319
Pages: 200
Category: 
Fiction/Thriller/Psychological
Rights: World
Setting: UK
Format: eBook/audio

Sadie Ryan
Sadie is an author who loves animals and lives in leafy Cheshire in the North 
West of England. She writes psychological suspense/domestic noir novels and 
her debut, Behind Closed Doors, will be published by Ruby Fiction in May 
2019.  When asked where she gets her ideas from, she says, ‘From 
observation, inspiration and lots of wicked thoughts.’
Novel: Behind Closed Doors.
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https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/when-he-finds-you/


 2019 Winner of the Fantasy Novel of the Year Award from the Romantic Novelists’ Association for Living in the Past by Jane Lovering

 2019 Finalist for the Rose Award from the Romantic Novelists’ Association for A Little Christmas Charm by Kathryn Freeman

 2018 Winner of the Rose Award from the Romantic Novelists’ Association for Christmas at the Little Village School by Jane Lovering

 2018 Finalist for Romantic Comedy Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists’ Association for Little Teashop of Horrors by Jane Lovering

 2017 Epic Romantic Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists' Association for Little Girl Lost by Janet Gover

 2017 Finalist for Romantic Comedy Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists’ Association for Girl Having a Ball by Rhoda Baxter

 2017 Finalist for Paranormal or Speculative Romantic Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists’ Association for The Velvet Cloak of 
Moonlight by Christina Courtenay 

 2016 Mainstream Romance award from the Orange County Chapter of the Romance Writers of America for The Wild One by Janet Gover

 2016 Romantic Contemporary Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists' Association for The Wedding Cake Tree by Melanie Hudson

 2016 Finalist for the Historical Romantic Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists' Association for The Secret Kiss of Darkness by 
Christina Courtenay

 2016 Finalist for the ROSE Award from the Romantic Novelists' Association for Cora’s Christmas Kiss by Alison May

 2016 Finalist for the ROSE Award from the Romantic Novelists' Association for The Wedding Reject Table by Angela Britnell

 2015 Romance Writers of New Zealand Koru Award for Excellence for Fool’s Gold by Zana Bell

 2015 Winner of the Aspen Gold Award for Flight to Coorah Creek by Janet Gover

 2015 Finalist for Romance Writers of Australia RUBY Award - Flight to Coorah Creek by Janet Gover

 2014 Historical Romantic Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists' Association for The Gilded Fan by Christina Courtenay

 2013 Publisher of the Year from the Festival of Romance

 2013 Colorado Romance Writers Award for Romantic Suspense - Never Coming Home by Evonne Wareham

 2012 Publisher of the Year from the Festival of Romance.

 2012 Romantic Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists' Association for Please don't stop the music by Jane Lovering

 2012 Historical Romantic Novel of the Year from the Romantic Novelists' Association for Highland Storms by Christina Courtenay

 2012 Joan Hessayon New Writers' Award for Never Coming Home by Evonne Wareham

 2012 Best Historical Read from the Festival of Romance for The Silent Touch of Shadows by Christina Courtenay.

 2011 Best Romantic Read from the Festival of Romance for Love & Freedom by Sue Moorcroft

 2011 Big Red Reads Historical Fiction Award for The Scarlet Kimono by Christina Courtenay

 2011 Big Red Reads Fiction Award for The Importance of Being Emma by Juliet Archer

Plus various Readers Choice and Book of the Year Awards.
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eBook
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Award-Winning Author
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Award-Winning Author
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author

Romantic Comedy
Paperback/eBook
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Romantic Comedy

eBook/audio
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eBook/audio
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Romantic Comedy

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781894125
Contemporary
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978178189343
Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893029
Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook
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Romantic Comedy
Paperback/eBook
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Contemporary
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Award-Winning Author
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary
Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author

Contemporary
Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award Finalist
Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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eBook
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

eBook
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893036
Romantic Comedy

Award Finalist
eBook
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Title

Contemporary/Western
Paperback/eBook
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Award-Winning Title
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Contemporary

eBook
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Romantic Comedy

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author

Contemporary
Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author

Contemporary
eBook/audio
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9781781893296
Contemporary

eBook

9781781893210
Contemporary

Paperback/eBook

9781912550203
Crime Thriller

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781912550173
Crime Thriller
eBook/audio

97819125008
Contemporary/Thriller

eBook/audio

9781781893746
Contemporary/Suspense
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781894163
Contemporary/Suspense

Paperback/eBook

9781912550197
Physiological Thriller

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781894194
Contemporary/Suspense

Paperback/eBook

9781781894040
Contemporary/Suspense
Paperback/eBook/audio

978191250265
Contemporary/Suspense

eBook/audio

9781912550166
Contemporary/Suspense

eBook/audio

9781906931759
Award-Winning Author
Contemporary/Thriller

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781906931704
Award-Winning Title

Contemporary/Thriller
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781891209
Contemporary
eBook/audio
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9781781893470
Contemporary/Thriller

Paperback/eBook

9781781893302
Contemporary/Thriller

eBook

9781781891070
Contemporary

eBook

9781781891209
Contemporary/Suspense
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893944
Thriller/Suspense
Paperback/eBook

9781781893425
Thriller/Suspense

eBook

9781781893449
Thriller/Suspense

eBook

9781781893463
Contemporary

Paperback/eBook

9781906931766
Contemporary/Thriller

Paperback/eBook

9781906931735
Contemporary/Suspense
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781906931780
Award-Winning Title

Contemporary/Thriller
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781890202
Contemporary/Thriller

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781891612
Dual Timeline/Time-slip
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893609
Dual Timeline/Time-slip

Paperback/eBook

978-1781894064
Dual Timeline/Time-slip

Paperback/eBook

97817818914378
Dual Timeline/Time-slip
Paperback/eBook/audio
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Dual Timeline/Time-slip

eBook
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eBook/audio
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9781781891322
Fantasy/Paranormal

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781892619
Fantasy/Paranormal

eBook

9781781890592
Fantasy/Time Travel

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781891131
Award-Winning Author

Fantasy/Paranormal
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781906931681
Award Finalist

Fantasy/Dystopian
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781894392
Dual  Timeline/Time-slip

eBook/audio
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Fantasy/Paranormal

Book 1 – No Such Thing
Paperback/eBook/audio
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Fantasy/Ghost

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Title

Dual Timeline/Time-slip
Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author
Dual Timeline/Time-s

Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award Finalist

Dual Timeline/Time-s
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781890752
Dual Timeline

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893531
Award-Winning Title

Time Travel
eBook

9781781891205
Time-Travel

Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781890004
Reviewers’ Award

Time-Travel
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893463
Fantasy/Witches

eBook

9781906931742
Award-Winning Author

Fantasy/Paranormal
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893739
Dual Timeline

Paperback/eBook
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9781781891834
Award-Winning Title

Historical/New Zealand
Paperback/eBook/audio
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Award-Winning Author
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Paperback/eBook/audio
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Paperback/eBook
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War Story
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https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/never-too-late/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/hope-for-hannah/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-highwaymans-daughter/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/where-rainbows-end/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/emma-and-her-daughter/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/emma-theres-no-turning-back/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/to-turn-full-circle/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-legend-of-the-gypsy-hawk/
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9781781894071
Christmas

eBook

9781781894071
Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781894347
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781893548
Contemporary

Novella –38k  words
eBook/pocket book

9781781893562
Contemporary

Novell–36k  words
eBook/pocket book

9781781893593
Contemporary

Novella– 52k  words
eBook/pocket book

9781781893555
Contemporary/Suspense

Novella –31k  words
eBook/pocket book

9781781893586
Historical/Regency Novella 

Award-Winning Author
Novella–41k  words
eBook/pocket book

9781781893579
Contemporary

Novella – 25k   words
eBook/pocket book

9781781894323
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781912550227
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781912550258
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781893418
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781893920
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781893340
Contemporary/Christmas
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893319
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781894408
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781893968
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

Click the cover for more information …

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-little-bit-of-christmas-magic/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/watch-for-me-at-christmas/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-christmas-secret/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/youre-the-one-that-i-want/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/marry-in-haste/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/marry-in-haste/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/marry-in-haste/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/marry-in-haste/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/marry-in-haste/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/one-magical-christmas/
https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/happy-chrstmas-eve/
https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/daisys-christmas-gift-shop/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/bluebells-christmas-magic/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/hanukkah-at-the-great-greenwich-ice-creamery/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/christmas-at-black-cherry-retreat/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/christmas-at-little-penhaven/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/christmas-on-the-isle-of-skye
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/izzys-christmas-star/
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9781781890844                    9781781892275
Contemporary Anthologies

21/18 short stories & matching chocolate & 
cupcake  recipes  from the Choc Lit authors.

eBook

9781781893234
3 novellas

eBook/Paperback

9781781892947
Contemporary/Holiday

Novella – 35k  words
eBook

9781781892329 
Award Finalist

Contemporary/Holiday
Novella – 30k  words

eBook

9781781892817
Award-Winning Author

Contemporary/Christmas
eBook/audio

9781781892688 
Award-Winning Author

Contemporary/Christmas 
eBook

9781781893678
Award-Winning Author

Contemporary/Christmas
eBook/audio

9781781894071
Award Winning Title

Contemporary/Christmas
eBook/audio

9781781894354
Contemporary/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781894361
Historical/WW1/Christmas

eBook/audio

9781781894293
Contemporary/Christmas
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781894309
Contemporary/Christmas
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781891544 
Contemporary/Holiday

Novella – 30k  words
eBook

9781781894316
Award Finalist

Contemporary/Christmas
eBook/audio

9781781894118
Contemporary/Christmas
Paperback/eBook/audio

9781781893272
Contemporary/Christmas

Paperback/eBook

Click the cover for more information …

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/choc-lit-love-match/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/kisses-cupcakes/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/christmas-kisses/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/jessicas-christmas-kiss/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/coras-christmas-kiss/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-art-of-christmas/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/christmas-at-coorah-creek/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/boys-of-christmas/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/christmas-at-the-little-village-school/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/christmas-at-borteen-bay/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-daughters-christmas-wish/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/house-of-chrstmas-secrets/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/what-happens-at-christmas/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/hollys-christmas-kiss/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-little-christmas-charm/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-little-christmas-faith/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-second-christmas-wish/

